
Improve efficiencies, work smarter and collaborate seamlessly in an increasingly competitive market
Capture real-time data and perform analysis without the need for hardware, paper, or cumbersome processes
Complement human intelligence and boost productivity with speech-driven inspections and checklists
Understands 100+ languages and accents, dialects, unique business jargon, and terminology  
Works seamlessly, even amidst background noise and varying acoustic environments
Use otherwise lost data, spot trends, and gather analytics to gain valuable insights 
Integrates seamlessly with your existing technology stack, including any CRM or ERP system
Little to no learning curve, making it simple for your team to use

Optimize Grocery Operations with
Speech-Powered AI
aiOla’s patented speech technology integrates seamlessly into various

workflows to enhance operational efficiency, improve safety, save time,

and streamline operations. Teams across state lines and global borders

can work smarter and more collaboratively, connecting data points,

gaining insights, and identifying trends to streamline workflows and

enable process optimization.

Our patented, automatic speech recognition (ASR) and natural language

understanding (NLU) technologies specifically address the unique

challenges within the CPG and grocery industry, providing a tailored and

comprehensive solution for grocery stores, supermarkets, and other key

industry players.

Speak Productivity into Action

Ready to speak productivity into action?

aiOla is ready to listen.

Learn More
www.aiOla.com | info@aiOla.com

aiOla’s Impact:

Speak More,
Do More
Reduce:
Manual data entry, human error rate,
inspection processes, manual checklists,
and prolonged restocking periods

Optimize: 
Operational efficiencies, customer
experience, data analytics and
insights

Sample Use Cases

Operational Supervision & Compliance

Enable supervisors to conduct efficient store inspections and
capture real-time observations (e.g. messy snack aisle). WIth
speech technology, all data is collected effortlessly, so relevant
managers and team members receive instant notifications.
With this streamlined approach, aiOla helps grocery stores
gather high-level insights for well-informed decision-making
to support an elevated shopping experience.

Daily Audits

Facilitate audits of product inventory and restocking gaps,
ensure compliance with standards, alert problematic areas
for improvement, and conduct overall store evaluations. 


